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A NOTE ON JOINTLY CENTRALOID OPERATORS

Roo,Cheonsoung ,Park,Youngsik and Je,Haigon

1 .Introduction

Let B(H) be the algebra of bounded operators on a complex Hilbert 
space H and A = A2,... ,An) be an n-tuple of operators on
H. By an operator-family we shall mean a commuting n-tuple of 
operators and denote the set of all operator-familes by Bn(H\ We 
shall say that a point z =(分，…,zn) of Cn is in Taylor's joint 
spectrum Sp(4) of A if z — = (z】一 Ai,..., — An) is singu
lar. The joint numerical range W^A) of A is the subset of Cn such 
that — {((4*点),,(Anx,a;)) : x € ||x|| = 1). The joint
normjoint spectral radius and joint numerical radius of A , denote by 

r(A) and w(A) 호espectively’are defined by

n
I冈|=sup{(£| 成끼 |2*：||에 =1},

n
r(A) = sup{(£ I시平 :(21,22, ••• ,2危) C &(厶)} and 

k=l
n

w(A) = sup{(y^ |(Ajtx,x)|2)2 : ||z|| = 1} respectively.
fc=i

We shall abbreviate ((瓦吗:以 … ,(&**)) and (工金】 卩&匚히卩)* 
to (Ax, x) and "에, respectively. It is wll known ||A|| > w(A) > r(A).

We shall introduce some classes of operator-familes. An opertator- 
family A is called jointly noramloid, jointly transloid, jointly spec- 
traloid and jointly convexoid,respectively if ||A|| = w(A)^A — z is jointly 
normaloid for any point z, w(A) = r(A) and Co&(4) = CoA),res
pectively.
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Let dRx and ^々(resp. and w^) be the jointly radius (resp.center) 
of the smallest disc containing Sp(A) and W(A) of A. Then these 
radius are translatable in the sense that Ra-z — Ra and Wa-z = 
Wa Respectively for every complex number z. Obviously,and Wa 
corresponds to J?(A) and w(A) respectively. In [4],we introduced the 
jointly centroid operator as follows :

An opertor family j4(€ is called jointly centroid if A — za is
jointly normaloid. In [2],Fan Ming showed that Bn(H)) satisfies 
the inequality sup{||Ax||2 — |(Ax,3：)|2} > Moreover, if A is jointly 
transloid, then the above equality holds. In [4], we introduced the 
jointly transcendentrai radius Ma as Ma = VBa where

Ba = sup|e=l{||4t||2 — x)|2}which was due to Garske [3].

In Takaguchi [5], the center of mass for an n-tuple of operators A 
Jias been defined and stated that the center ttia of 厶 is coincident with 
the center of the smallest sphere containg of &(4) in the case of A be
ing jointly transloid. In this note, We shall modify that the Fan Ming's 
theorem [2] and introduce a new class of operator-families called jointly 
centr시oid, which includes both a classes of jointly-convexoid operayor- 
families and a class of jointly centroid operator-families. Moreover, 
we shall observe that the class of jointly centraloid operator-familes 
includes some kinds of classes of operators-familes.

2. Jointly Transce nde nt al radius and jointly centraloid op
erators

At first, we shall show that Ma is translatable. Since

n n
찌|2 — |(A*a:,x)|2) = J2{||(Ajt 一 zk)x\\2 - |((Afc - Zfc)x,x)|2} 

fc=l k=l

for all g Cn, we have In [4]也4 — m畠| and if
A is an n-tuple of operators, then there exists a unique € Cn such 
that ||A — 〃시K + I기2 < ||(A — mx) + 히卩 for all z G Cn.

Hence the jointly transcendental radius is nothing but the distance 
between A and scalars. We shall prove the following modification of 
the Fan Ming's theorem [2]:
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THEOREM L The jointly transcendental closed ball of A contains 
W(A) and SP(A)? so RA<WA<MA.

Proof. Since and a혼e translatable, we may assume that 
打공4 = 0, that is Ma = ||A||. Hence the jointly transcendental closed 
ball centered the orgin with radius ||A|| clearly contains W(A). Since 
Ra and Wa correspond to r(A) and w(A) respectively, < Wa, and 
so Ra<Wa< Ma.

Remark.

(1) If Ra = then A is a jointly centroid operator-family.

(2) By the uniqueness of the smallest disc containing W(A)? we can 
deduce that < Ma unless

(3) If Ma. = Wa^ then m，A =也a

(4) A jointly translod operator-family is jointly centroid.

We shall introduce a jointly centraloid operato-family as follows:
Bn(H)) is jointly centraloid if A — is jointly spectraloid.

LEMMA 2 [2], An operator-family A is jointly convexoid if and only 
if A — z is jointly spectraloid for z =(令，,zn).

From Lemma 2, every jointly convexoid operator-family is jointly 
centraloid.

LEMMA 3 [4]. An operator-family A is jointly centroid if and only 
if Ba =段.

The following characterization of centraloid operator-families is in 
parallel with one of jointly centroid operator-families given in [4]:

THEOREM 4. An operator-family A is jointly centraloid if and only 
ifWA^RA,

Proof. Since Ra = r(A — z^), if A is jointly centraloid,then w(A — 
za) = r(A — za) = Ra- But we have Wa < 讽4 — z) for z + 
and Wa < w(A — za} = Ra- Thus it follows from Theorem 1 that 
Wa = Ra- Conversely, if = JJ^jthen r(A — u當)=w(A 一 a當)= 
WA = Ra< r(A 一 wA), so r(A 一 wA) = RA.
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COROLLARY 5. Every jointly centroid operator-family is jointly cen- 
traloid.

Proof. It is obviously by Lemma 3 and Theorem 4.

Corollary 6. An operator-family A satisfies Ma = if and 
only if A — is jointly nomaloid.

Proof. Since Wa < 初(4 — ”必)< ||A — ??妃|| =垃、if Ma = 
then Wa = w(A 一 ”小)and w(A 一 mx) = ||A — Hence A — 
is jointly normaloid. Since = wa, A — wa is jointly normaloid. 
Conversely, if A — is jointly normaloid,then A板 < ||A — =
w(A 一 = Wa < A/厶. Thus Wa = A£a・

From Lemina 2,3 and Theorem 4, we shall show that the following:

Remark.

(1) There is a jointly centraloid operator-family which is not jointly 
centroid.

Let & = (* ?) 히1d = ( 1] 甘). Then A = (厶/签) is a

commuting pair of operator A\ and A2,岛(4) = {(1,0), (1,1)), and 
= *. Also we have | for the unit vector x = (?) with 

中 N ©2 N 0, While Ba = 1 > J = 꼬hus A is jointly centraloid
but jointly centroid.

(2) There is a jointly centraloid operator-family which is not jointly
convexoid. Let Ai be the 4x4 identity matrix and 々2=(? ®

%)・ Then A = (/如“北)is a commuting pair of operators A\ 

and = {(1,0), (1,1), (1,-1)}, zA = (1,0), and 砥=1 =
Thus A is jointly centraloid but A —z is not jointly spectraloid for any 
z G C2, so that A is not jointly convexoid.

From Remark,Lemma 2, Corollary 5 and in [4], we shall show that 
the class of jointly centraloid operator-framilies includes the following 
kinds of classes of operator-families:
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Jointly centraloid
/ '

Jointly centroid Jointly convexoid
/

Jointly normaloid \ /
\

Jointly transloid
,where the symbol —> indicate the in이usion relation.
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